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Add a whole new dimension to your life with symbols!Symbols are around you each and every day.

What may at first seem like an average, mundane occurrence could be a helpful hint, a sign, an

important message or a communication from a loved one in the spirit world. It could be trying to

provide you with useful information or a thankful forewarning, giving you guidance to help you to

make the proper choice or leading you to your path of destiny.Everyone is capable of interpreting

and living through the messages that symbols bring. You are too!Ã¢â‚¬Å“The Pretty Big Book of

SymbolsÃ¢â‚¬Â• will become the most amazing tool you can have at your finger tips that will help

you to:- Experience ordinary day to day events in your life in whole new way- Unravel your dreams

and do dream interpretation- Make sense of your intuitive flashes and coincidences- Comprehend

the signs and symbols all around you- Open to information that will help you manifest what you

need for your personal growth and intuitive development- Discover who you are, all that you are

capable of being and what you need to do to live your life to the fullest!Whether you are new to the

wonderful world of symbolism or a professional intuitive who works with symbolism in your daily

practice, Ã¢â‚¬Å“The Pretty Big Book of SymbolsÃ¢â‚¬Â• which contains well over 1400 entries

could be the single most important and useful book that you will ever own. Stepping you through the

symbolism of everything from numbers and colors, to plants, trees, birds, animals, gemstones and

hundreds of everyday objects to out of the ordinary and more unusual things, you will see how even

that which appears to be mainstream and common place may be trying open you up to guidance

from the universe, shift your perspective and bring greater meaning to your journey here on earth.

Designed specifically for people who are seeking a handy quick reference guide Ã¢â‚¬Å“The Pretty

Big Book of SymbolsÃ¢â‚¬Â• contains:- A vast array of well over 1400 symbols arranged in

alphabetical order for easy reference- Easy to access succinct, point form keyword entries - A fully

linked Table of Contents containing five category indexes which have been organized for quick and

easy symbol access and formatted specifically for the e-book format.Which means you can say

goodbye to page flip fatigue, mouse click anxiety, page scroll pain and wasting precious time trying

to find your symbol. This book will get you there quickly and easily!You will be able to carry this

book with you wherever you go on your iPhone, Android, tablet, etc. making it a handy, must-have

reference for your in the moment symbol explorations!NO OTHER BOOK ON SYMBOLS

CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN EBOOK FORMAT IS AS EASY TO USE AS THIS BOOK which has

been designed specifically with this goal in mind and with your ease of use as its foremost

priority.The Ã¢â‚¬Å“Pretty Big Book of SymbolsÃ¢â‚¬Â• also contains:- Examples of how to do

symbol interpretation using the entries from this book- Instructions on how you can also use this



book as an ORACLE for in the moment answers to your most pressing questions!While this book

has everything you need to get you well on your way to further exploring and decoding the signs

symbols in your life, it is not intended for those who want in-depth scholarly symbol analysis, graphic

representations, historical study of symbols or highly detailed interpretations. "The Pretty Big Book

of Symbols" is recommended for those who want a handy quick reference and on the spot

symbolism companion guide to spark your own imagination and higher intelligence.You will probably

find yourself using this book everyday! And loving it!Bring Ã¢â‚¬Å“The Pretty Big Book of

SymbolsÃ¢â‚¬Â• into your life and begin manifesting your destiny and living to the

fullestÃ¢â‚¬Â¦today!
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Everyone's psychic gifts are different. For me its in forms of symbols most of the time, dreams,

psychometry, and visions. When it comes to a spirit communicating or just a general claircognizant

vision that comes up, it appears as a symbol I'd say 80% of the times and thereafter its up to me to



decipher its meaning which can be very tricky and this book came in handy for me in introducing me

to symbols and how I relate to it with reference to any visions or messages I receive. The other 20%

is an auditory message. If the message isn't clear, then I make my guides know I need a much clear

message and I'd say they do come through an auditory message and every single message is not

only relatable but accurate with whatever is happening within my life. I loved this book because its

very accessible and the format is great if I want to browse through certain topics. I just wish there

were more symbols updated so I ended up purchasing a separate book based on other symbols

that include sacred geometry, wider range of flowers and animals, and a wider range of numbers as

they have different individual meanings. Other than that, its pretty amazing but some symbols do

need more information updated and it should be used with caution because psychic visions is one

thing, but as we sleep, our subconscious mind has a rare way of creating at times veils illusions

using symbols and at times interpreting messages or warnings it has for us whereby consulting

symbolism may be required but it all depends on what was occurring and in some instances

symbolism may not be enough. Either way, its a great reference book on symbolism at a good price

great for beginners or anyone curious.

It's really neat, to be able to look up a symbol on the spur of the moment- the convenience of the

search functions on this can't be overstated. Great, fast reference for those times that you run

across something...unusual? Uncanny? Well, if you're looking at this e-book, you already know what

I'm talking about. ;) Very handy, and a nifty companion for auguring. Nicely done, Clare McNaul! :)

SO FAR, I HAVE BEEN ABLE TO FIND ANYTHING I HAVE LOOKED FOR. FREQUENT ABILITY

TORETURN TO AN INDEX IS AN EXCELLENT FEATURE.

Reading about the symbols in the book helped give me clarity when I started to see certain birds on

a consistent basis.

I love the meanings and find them right on. I like that at the index you can return to the table of

contents.

Robert Lanza has come up with a wonderful "theory of everything." It makes sense and my intuition

tells me there is much truth in what he says. I will be looking at every news release on quantum

physics frim now on to see if science proves his theory valid. Worth the read -- open your mind to all



possibilities.

ok

In my creative pursuits this book is helpful and fun to use. Writing and art making can get a

connection boost or deeper meaning by looking up any given symbol. I really enjoy this book and it

is easy to navigate.
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